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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Mick to introduce the session – 30 mins presentation then 30 mins for questions and discussion
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The session team briefly introduce ourselves
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Personalisation Project 2011‐2012
28 people with the wrong  housing & support 

Aim = personalisation plan for each person

EM regional Joint Improvement Partnership

5 Local EM Authorities

EM Strategic Health Authority

Families approaching the CBF  ‐ £ from DH

£

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to briefly introduce the project and report being published today - Copies available
Initiated in early summer 2011
Aim = to look at situation of people who would benefit from personalisation: current arrangements not working 
Plan was 20 in the East Midlands and up to 6 from CBF
Project team was me (general background in health and social care services), specialist housing options consultants and PBS consultant
Funding was from regional JIP, the SHA and also the DH for the families approaching the CBF
Funding was around £60,000
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Introducing my daughters

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to introduce Balwinder as one of the families who approached the CBF 
These are my lovely daughters!
Why B contacted the CBF - Story about Reading care home - many concerning incidents, management hostile to any feedback
LA only prepared to commission another care home – option of own tenancy and independent support not considered
Very difficult to get time from R/Ms social worker
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Individual Commissioning
Barrier

 
Reactive safeguarding

Solution
 

Proactive Planning

PBS 
 

consultant 
 

offered 
 

to 
 

attend 
 

B’s 
 

multi‐
 service 

 
review 

 
to 

 
develop 

 
a 

 
positive 

 behavioural 
 

support 
 

plan. 
 

The 
 

care 
 manager 

 
became 

 
too 

 
busy 

 
with 

 safeguarding work to participate. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to say that this was common for many people 
Person B – inconsistent support in three settings, one of which is the family home. Unsettled on transport. Need for PBS to avoid breakdown of life with family. Possibility of moving to a new support service focused on the home – individual transport, respite care for carer could be planned as holidays rather than stays at a short breaks service
Social Worker did not have time to take this planning forward due to safeguarding duties, nor to forge a positive working relationship with parent to identify what longer term outcomes were possible for B.
Solution is that proactive planning has the power to reduce the incidence of reactive safeguarding work
Many workers said that they did not have time to spend on proactive planning as safeguarding takes priority
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Making herself at home

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne - Thinking about proactive planning for M – can you tell us what you have been doing to plan ahead for M so she can move away from her care home.

Balwinder 
Problems getting LA to engage with person-centred planning, support planning
Assessment process – this has been underway for over  year with four different social workers involved
There is no support plan as yet from local authority, first requested in September 2011
I have initiated discussions with a support provider to explore the idea of supported living and they think it would work
The pictures are of M starting to spend time in her new home. When her family visit me, they can also visit her and she can send them away when she has had enough of them! She loves playing with nieces and nephews and they can be with her on their own for up to 30 minutes at a time
I have no funding to support for Mindy when she is spending time in the Annexe now - the care home will not release any 1:1 staff to spend time supporting her  - they would charge an additional £15 an hour – but who pays? And what is happening to the resource for M when she is not there? What is the LA commissioner paying for? Evidence from M’s behaviour and from her slightly bigger tummy that she is spending a lot of time in bed (lying down) after every meal. 
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The Right Support
Barrier

 
Lack of knowledge re PBS

Solution
 

Learn to identify PBS services!

PBS specialist provided a report to the care 
 manager. 

 
Revealed 

 
the 

 
provider 

 
manager 

 didn’t 
 

think 
 

the 
 

person 
 

should 
 

be 
 

living 
 

at 
 the care home as it not suitable for N!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Sarah to talk about the two reports she did and the two people – person N and Person P
Roughly how she went about it – bring some colour about the people (character / behaviour issues)
Two different reports, two different outcomes – how this supported the commissioner
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Getting the right support

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

THIS SLIDE 3 MINS
Balwinder - M’s care home said she could not have family visitors unless they gave 5 office days’ notice, vividly illustrating the difference between a tenancy and a care home and the power relationship in the support provision. Although this was successfully challenged, new staff adopted this policy again – must have still been written down in M’s support plan
Alicia to talk about the differential rights of a person in a tenancy and in a care home
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A home of her own

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Balwinder to say that she has built a self-contained annexe to their home so R/M can have her own tenancy but there has been no support at all from the commissioner to take this model forward 
I notified them I wanted to do it in summer 2011 – they could have suggested alternatives
I got planning permission and got on with getting it built 
I recently learned about a Community Care Grant for Mindy to set up home – it has all been very expensive
Housing benefit are saying it is a contrived tenancy ….
Social Care are saying its nothing to do with them (though have now offered to facilitate a meeting after CBF asked for this)
Alicia to talk briefly about such an arrangement which has been successful
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Access to Tenancies
Barrier Assumption that if person needs DOLs, COP is 

 inevitable step for them to access supported living
Solution Assessment, identify least restrictive option 

 to meet need, best interest decision

Person L in ATU. 
 

Care 
 

manager 
 

did 
 

not 
 

want 
 

to 
 think about supported living before discharge as 
 would take too long – DTOC charges now being 
 made. 

 
Eventually 

 
moved 

 
to 

 
care 

 
home 

 
with 

 
2:1 

 staffing.  Had been in ATU for 2 years. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Alicia to explain how some areas are just not developing supported living and that one barrier is that they think supported living is not possible for people without using Court of Protection

Alicia to say that this is not the case – (outline the solution above)

Jayne to say that discharge planning for Person L in the East Midlands leaving an NHS inpatient unit started too late to develop a bespoke supported living option and he had to go to a care home with a very high cost package
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Keeping On Keeping On

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to say that for families who approached the CBF with concerns about the quality of life of their relative, it was an uphill battle for them to achieve any improvements even with a lot of support from the CBF project. It also meant a huge time commitment from them.

Jayne asks Balwinder about the impact on her own life of trying to get personalisation for R/M and how tempting it must be to accept status quo
Balwinder talk about how much time she spends on the welfare of R/M / and also with R/M and how information and support from CBF and project has helped.
But she wonders about the quality of life for people with no families who she has met when visiting R/M in care homes
THIS SLIDE 2 MINS�



NHS/LA Commissioning Interface
Barrier Lack of dynamic planning for people in hospital
Solution

 
Clarify discharge responsibility after admission

“They get medicalised
 

‐
 

warehoused. I am trying to 
 fight A’s corner, but they say “look at these incident 
 forms!”

 
A’s plan to spend a day with a cousin was 

 stopped because of challenging behaviour. A must 
 have thought it was a punishment. A is in a medical 

 box. The social care side of things are on a back seat.”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to talk about A - 
A’s parents deceased. Only contact with family before the project was a Christmas card from a cousin
Bring referred into project meant that assertive person-centred planning was initiated and the cousin invited to participate
Become very interested in A and now regular contact though A is in a hospital 55 miles away
In this LA, although the social worker keeps in contact and attends reviews, this is not linked to commissioning process
Social care not in the driving seat. Discharge planning responsibility not clear. Local psychiatric services not in contact. No routine relationship  between social worker and NHS commissioner
THIS SLIDE 2 MINS�



Next Steps
Dissemination – report
Inform action arising from DH Review report
CBF to review information and resources
Locally delivered workshops are available for 
all stakeholders – training@thecbf.org.uk

http://www.challengingbehaviour.org.uk
 /

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Jayne to talk very briefly about next steps (can be left out)
Report – very brief summary of project – 10 pages
Several appendices which will be of interest to different stakeholders
THIS SLIDE 1 MIN�

http://www.challengingbehaviour.org.uk/


Your Experiences….  

Your Questions…  

Your Ideas….

The Personalisation Challenge
for People with Learning Disabilities & 

 Behaviour Described as Challenging

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Mick to stimulate and convene discussion/audience participation and decide who needs to answer any questions
Jayne to take notes!
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